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Text Alternative for “Scholastic Contest Winner – Middle School” 


A hand holding a vape enters the page from the right emitting a large vapor cloud. Text at the top of the 
vapor cloud reads: “Vaping’s NOT my Thing. Toxic addiction and irreversible damage should be avoided 
at all costs.” Text at the bottom of the vapor cloud reads: “It shouldn’t be yours either.”  


Within the large vapor cloud are five smaller sections, separated by swirl backgrounds of different 
colors. In a purple section, a vape produces a vapor cloud filled with various images. The words “what’s 
in there?” are written above the vape. The images in the cloud include four small rock formations and 
the words “tin, lead, metal” written below them; a tapered flask with a skull icon is filled with a purple 
liquid, and the words “cancer risk” surround the flask; a molecule with the word “nicotine” next to it; 
and a set of lungs with purple arteries are below the words “lung damage.” In an orange section, a vape 
with a skull and crossbones symbol on it emits a cloud of vapor that resembles a brain; the words “long 
term damage” are written inside the brain. Next to the vape, in the same orange swirl area, a speech 
bubble reads, “Vapes destroy our ability to focus, learn, and remember.” A yellow section includes four 
distorted yellow smiley faces with wavy lips. Two of the faces appear to be frowning. Directly above the 
faces is a thought bubble that reads, “Nicotine reaches your brain in 10 seconds, producing dopamine 
that makes you feel good, but causes ADDICTION.” Directly below the faces is a speech bubble that 
reads, “This can change the way your brain functions, and the way you do.” In a pink section, a handcuff 
labeled “addiction” shackles a hand to a vape. The vape produces a vapor cloud with a quote inside of it 
that reads, “‘I would leave class and use it. I was always craving more and more.’ – Chloe, 17, TX.” In a 
blue section, an outline of a body sitting on the ground is surrounded by a thought bubble that says, “’It 
made my anxiety so bad I couldn’t even leave the house. I was SCARED to go to school.’ – Kd-jo, 11, NY.” 


Text at the bottom reads: “Center for Tobacco Products.” 


Logo for U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. 


Logo for the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. 
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